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NEiJ COMNISSION PROPOSALS FOH
DI.ttECTIVES ON AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SE~DS AND SEEDLINGS

On 14 June 1966 the Council, acting on a proposal from the
8o@nission 1 adopted four directives on the marketin6 of beet seed,
herbage seed, cereal seed and seed potatoes.
At the a~wc time it
set up a Standing Committee on Agricultural, Horticultural and
~orestry Seeds and Seedlings.
Then, on 9 April 1968, the Council adopted a directive on the
marketing of material for the asexual multiplication of vinestock.
A third step along the road to harmonizing legicL.'l.tion on
agricultural seeds and seedlings h~s now been taken by the
Commission 1 which has submitted a further 11 package' 1 of proposed
directives to the Council.
These include proposals lor the
following:

1. A directive on the marketing of seeds of oil-bearins and
fibrous plants;

2. A. directive on a common catalogue of varieties of ncricultural seeds and seedlings,

3. Four directives amending Council directives dated
14 June 1966 on the marketing ef beet seed, herbage seed,
cereal seed and seed potatoes;

4. A directive on the marketing of vegetable seed.
1.

The proposal on the marketing of seeds of oil-bearing and
fibrous plants is designed to bring this sector within che ambit
of Community rules.
It is closely patterned on the directives
already adopted, in particular the one dealing with l1...::rb~[je seed.
In future, marketing within the Community will be confined to
npprovt;d seed ("basic seed 11 and 11 certified seed 11 and, :or certain
varietie:.s 1 second- and even third-generation seed).
·'-P~;roved seed
i~ seed that has been officially tested for varietal iccntity and
purity and to see v1hether or not it meets certain minimum
requiremt:nts.
It will not be possible as yet to meet demand for certain
varieties with approved seed.
For the ti~e being, therefore, the
marketing of "commercial seed 11 accompanied by a guar<..m tee of
identity and external quality will be permitted.

.. 3 ..
Provisions with rugard to official sampling, sealin~ and
labelling follow the pattern of existing directives.
The same is
true of the remaining provisions such as the clause dealing with
temporary difficulties caused by seed shortages, with seed used for
multiplication abroad, with the identical treatment of seed from
non-member countries, and the establishment of Community trial
stations.
2.

The dirt:ctive on the establishment of an EEC catalo:.:,ue of
varieties of agricultural seeds and seedlings is to coo)ly with
the provisions of existing directives which require thc-t a catalogue
of this kind be compiled by 1 January 1970 at thE.: latcGt.
The proposal covers all the agricultural varietiuc for which
directives have already been adopted or submitted, including oilbearing and fibrous plants.
The common catalogue of varieties is to be based 011 national
catalogues, which will in turn be compiled in accordance with
harmonized conditions for admission, and harmonized standL'.rds and
procedures.
Before it can be approved and its marketing permitted, a
variety must be distinct from other varieties and must be stable
and Gufficiently homogeneous.
It must also have an acceptable
value for cultivation;
in other words it must be an if.t}_lrovement
on existing varieties.
The proposed directive provides for the harmonizinG of criteria
for admission to the catalogue and of provisions on variety testing,
the length of time for which a variety is a~proved, t~c withdrawal
of approval and deletion from the catalogue, and on Gelective
conservation.
The Member States will keep each other informed of
varieties admitted to their catalogues and will co-o:0er.1te with
each other in the matter ~f inspection.
In fu tur11, a variety will be admit ted automatic all} to the EEC
catalogue of varieties if it has been approved in at least two
Member States.
Provision has been made for the adrniosion of "old"
varieties if they have proved their worth in agriculture.
They
will be regarded as having done so if for three harvcot years from
1965 they represent 3% of the total area successfully tested on all
trial stations in at least one Member State.
The Commission will be required to publish lists of those
variuties which can be freely marketed within the Cor.ununi ty in the
official gazette of the European Communities under the :teading
11
Common Catalogue of Agricultural Varieties".

~
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A special clause allows any Member Stat~ to ban the marketing
of seeds of any variety if they present a danger to the health of
human beings and an~mals or to plant life, or if they h~ve no value
for cultivation and use on its territory.

3.

The directives amending the four existing directives have been
made necessary first of all by the compilation of the corrunon
catalogue of varieties.
In addition, some new herbage and cereal varieties have been
included, for which minimum requirements are to be fixed.
Further amendments introduce certain relaxations and bring
the old directives into line with the latest development;:.;.

4.

The directive on the marketing of vegetable seedn and seedlings
is designed to introduce definitive rules for this sector.
Provision is made for the compilation of a common catalogue of
vegetable varieties corresponding to the catalogue of agricultural
varieties.
Value for cultivation will not, however, be one of the
conditions for admission to the national catalogues.
Consumer
i'references play a decisive role in assessing the value of a vegetable variety, and consumer preferences vary from one recion to
another.
The common catalogu8 will be compiled by amalgamating the six
national catalogues.
As for the testing of seeds and seedlings, provi:::>ion has been
made - as in the case of agricultural varieties - for :;b.:t.sic seed"
and "certified seed" categories and an additional one l~nown as
11
fitandard seed".
Standard seed will be the responsibility of the
seller and will only be subjected to post~control trinls to
8stablish varietal identity and purityi "basic seed 11 , on the other
hand, is subjected to 100"~ official. inspection and i'certified seed"
to at least 20%.
As to the other provisions for vegetable seed, the arrangements
for sealing and labelling packages of standard seed and certified
seed differ from those in previous directives.
It iG intended to
leave these matters to those r~sponsible for distributing the seed,
rather than introduce official arrangements.

5.

All these new directives make provision for action by the
Standing Committee on Agricultural, Horticultural and r'orcstry
Seeds and Seedlings.

6.

The Member States must incorporate these directives into their
domestic legislation by 1 July 1969 at the latest - the oame date
.as that laid down in existing directives.

- 5 HEVIEWS
Access to farming
(Internal Information on Agriculture Series, No. 21)

In the individual Member States there are many rcculations
which, directly or indirectly, affect the prospects of those working in agriculture who want to become farmers themselves - in other
words, their opportunities of buying or otherwise acquiring an
agricultural holding, or of buying land.
This study outlin~s the legal, administrative, fin~ncial and
tax provisions and practices in each Member State which influence
access to farming, particularly for young farmers.
It goes on to compare the measures and provisions adopted in
the six countries.
The author focuses on the existing rdgulations affucting
persons and goods, bearing in mind where farms or land are available.
The legal and financial conditions governing the acquisition of a farm or land are then reviewed.
Lastly, the various
allowances available and costs involved in acquiring a L.rm or
improving it are related to the various steps to ba t~kcn in this
direction.
This leads on to the conclusions.
In many cases the regulations and practices governing the
acquisition of agricultural holdings seem extremely fras~entary;
they lack any basic overall view or inner coher~nce.
Access to a farm does not seem to have been regarded as the
primary aim anywhere.
The relevant provisions are almost always
part of laws adopted with other ends in view.
On the Tihole,
therefore, the r0levant provisions are anything but satisfactory,
at national level at least.
There are virtually no provisions to encourage young farmers provisions which take their circumstances and the difficulties they
encounter in gaining access to agriculture into account - in any
Member State.
Broadly s~eaking, existing provision3 arc designed
for the farming community as a whole.
The measures adopted by the individual Member States are often
very different - indeed they sometimes contradict each other.
In
some areas, nevertheless, the basic features of theso ~casures are
rather similar.

- 6 Existing legal machinery offers farmers in the individual
I1ember States a wide variety of contracts whereby they can gain
access to agricultural holdings in one way or anoth~r.
It must be
said, howev8r 1 that these contracts are not completely suited to
present-day agricultural requirements.
Many of them stem from old
laws, long traditions or time-honoured customs, or else they were
designed to meet the needs of other branches of the economy
(industry, trade) and are not easily adapted to the chanGing conditions and requirements of modern farming.
One of the most disturbing aspects of the present situation
with regard to access in Community countries is the steady, rapid
decline in agricultural area, particularly in densely po~ulated
r~gions.
In many cases, however, in an attempt to do all that
could be done to create favourable conditions for access to farms
and guarantee to farmers, legislation created a situation where
~revisions were so restricting that they were no lon~or applied indeed they were even ignored by the farmers they were designed to
help.

At Community level, two types of action are called for with
regard to legal provisions influencing access to agriculture:
(a) The adjustment of these provisions to the requirements of

modern agriculture and in particular to the needs of young
farmers, so as to make it easier for the most capable
sections of th-.: farming community t• take over.undcr the
most favourable conditions and to prevent a situation where
young people would be systematically forced out of agriculture because they had no ~pportunity of gaining access to
profitable holdings;
(b) The harmonization of provisions in the individual Herilbcr

States, or the adjustment of Community provisions, \!here
existing inconsistencies may distort the conditions e;overning access to and the operation of agricultural holdings.

This study is available in French;
prepartd.

a German translation is being

- 7 fitrus fruit in the Mediterranean area - Production,_~F.~~e~markets
(Internal Information on Agriculture Series, No. 22)

As part of the programme of studies being carri~d out by the
Directorate-General for Agriculture, a group of three exports Professor F. Zito (Catania University), Professor H. \/ilbrand t
(G~ttingen University) and M. R.M. Cadillat (Institut Fr~n9ais de
Rech~rchcs Fruitieres d 1 0utre-Mer, Paris) - were askc2 to examine
the situation in the citrus-fruit industry in the Mediterranean
area.
The study is mainly concerned with three groups of citrus fruit (a) oranges and mandarins, (b) lemons and other types of citrus
fruit, and (c) grapefruit -concentrating on fresh or ~recessed
fruit for human consumption.
The study analyses tho present position with regard to production, consumption and markotin~ of citrus
fruit and trends in recent years,
it also forecasts future developments.
The review of consumption also covers those couqtries which
traditionally import from pr~ducing countries in the licditerranean
area and others which are potential customers.
This should also
show how the Mediterranean countries fit into the world picture.
For many Mediterranean countries, production of and trade in
citrus fruit, particularly trade with the EEC, providcG on important
source of inc orne.
Host of these countries plan to C}~~1o.nd their
citrus-fruit industries or are already doing so und~r programmes
to develop and open up large rural areas.
These plan.::; and investments are based on the hope that markets can be found for this
increased production, particularly in Western Europe.
The position of the producing countries in the Hcditerranean
area vis-a-vis the E~C varies enormously.
Italy and £ranee are
members;
othur countries (Greece, Turkey, Algeria, Tunicia,
Horocco) have special relations with the Community or r:ith individual memb~r countries or they enjoy preferential treatment on
certain markets.
Despite many difficulties, caused mainly by incoMpl~te
statistics or the absence of statistical or other basic data, it
was possible to draw sufficiently valid cone lusions froi-ll the survey
to provide a possibl~ basis for future action by th~ licditerranean
countries with regard to citrus-fruit production and marketing.
In the last twenty years, production and consumption have
increased considerably.
A number of countries which J.id not
traditionally grow these fruit have gone in for intencivc production, mainly on irrigated land, and have won a place for themselves
on the world market.
Nevertheless, it is probable tlwt some 70"/o

- 8 of the 12 to 13 million tons of citrus fruit which arc likely to
be produced in 1975 will be grown in the four main-producing
countries (Spain, Israel, Italy, Morocco).
Even if it proves possible to increase domestic consumption
of citrus fruit in the producing countries of the ticditcrrunean
area and to improve market outlets in importing countries particularly the countries of Western Europe - which arc already
expantiing sharply, there is a danger that there will not be enough
outlets for all the fruit available in the Mediterranc~n area.
Even the opvning of markets in Eastern ~urope might not uc enough
to absorb it all.
The Mediterranean citrus-fruit inductry could
th~refore be faced with severe marketing problems in the years
ahead unless appropriate steps are taken.
In conclusion, the report discusses agreements or measures
which could be taken at national or international level to prevent
a s~rious deterioration of the markut situation and ensure that the
citrus-fruit industry is guided towards a more balanced Gtructure.

The study is available in French;
prepared.

a German translation is being

- 9 Large-scale livestock production in the EEC
(Internal Information on Agriculture Series, No. 23)

In recent years livestock production has risen sh~rply in all
member countries because of growing concentration in a relatively
small number of enterprises.
This trend has affected the poultry and egg industries more
than any oth~r, but it is also seen in pigmeat and there is
evidence of its spreading to veal and baby-beef production.
0n8 feature of this development is an increase in ~reduction,
which is now being carried out in ever-larger production units
along almost industrial lines.
Another, subsidiary, feature of
this expansion of production is that non-agricultural firms are
moving into this fi~ld.
Were this tr~nd to become QOrc widespread,
farra incom<.:s would certainly feel the consequenc0s.
With a view to arriving at a better understandins of the
situation it was decided to examine the various aspcctu of these
developments.
The first results of this study have produced
qualitative and quantitative data on the state and trend of overall
production of pigmeat, veal and baby beef.
The study includes
(a) a review of the present position with regard to PiG, calf,
and young cattle fattening;
(b) the results of surveys carried out by experts in the Community
countries on the number of large firms operating in these
industries, broken down by size and category;
(c) data on the growth of these firms since
term changes to which they are subject;

1963 and the short-

(d) data on the agricultural area at the disposal of ~hcsc
enterprises,
(e) data on interlocking r~lationships between the a~ricultural
and other economic activities of these firms.
The survey shows that the share of total output actually
Hlarketed accounted for by pig-fattening enterprises \iitlt 250 pigs
or more ranges from 7/6 in the Netherlands to 38~ in It~--.ly.
Non-agricultural en tt1rprises represent only a small pr o~;o:;.·tion of
all tht:sc.: enterprises except in the case of Italy, \ilte:r'-' they
rclJres<Jnt 35;;.

- 10 In the calf-fattcning sector 1 production units ·.dth 150 head
or more account for less than 2~ of all marketed output in Germany,
France and Italy, though the figures for Belgium and the;
Netherlands are 9/b and 23'/0.
In the Netherlands, houever, more
than 2G;b is produced by agricultural enterprises, though in more
than half of these th~ owner of the fattening station does not own
the animals.
In Belgium and the Netherlands production in nonagricultural enterprises runs at about 2/~ to 3';~.
The investigations have also shown that fattenin~ of young
cattle by large-scale enterprises is very limited, .except in
Belgium.
In Belgium, a third of all young fat.cattlo cooc
from herds of 150 animals or more, though most of them (2?%) are
fattened by agricultural enterprises.
The study shows that the formation of large production units
in the pig industry has gathered momentum since 1965 ond that no
slackening of the trend is likely.
These production units are mainly on agricultur2.l holdings,
and it s(:lems that this trt:nd will continue.
In France and Italy,
however, there are a considerable nuinbE:r of en terpriocs ossociated
with the milk industry which fatten pigs on a large scale.
In
the foreseeable future, however, firms which .are not aonociated
with agriculture arc unlikely to play such an important role in
this industry as some now do in the poultry industry.
~he main
reason for this is the absence of sufficiently large ;:;nd homogeneous herds of young pigs and the high cos·t ·of direct ruetrl~oting by
the enterprise itself.
Large herds of fat calves are found almost exclu:;ivcly on
agricultural holdings in all E~C countries.
In the Neth~rlands,
however; th<:rt: are substantial numbers of animals "boarded out" in
lare;~;; non-farm enterprises.
Concentration of agricultural holdings has increased appreciably since 1965, with form~l a~rcements
mar" common here than in the: PiB· industry.
In beef and veal production, farms fattening youn~ cattle in
large herds arc of very slight importance.
The main reason for
this is that it is very difficult to maintain an adequate flow of
young animals b0cause dairy cows are only kept in small numbers
and for thu most part by relativl:ly small farms.
The vast
majority of production units with large herds in this industry are
on agricultural holdings.
In Italy, however, there is a growing
tendency for very large herds of young cattle to be fattened outside agricultural holdings.
In the next few years the relatively small number of large
herds of calves and young cattle for fattening is more tlwn likely
to rise in all Member States of the ~EC, though not at the same
pace as in the case of fat pigs.

- 11 -

On the basis of the trends outlincld 1 it is safe to assume
that the concentration of production in large units, non u. feature
of the fat pig, calf and young cattle industries, will persist in
agriculture proper in the years ahead.
Industrial-type enterprises which have already set up large production units in the
industries mentioned are tied for the most part to pis breeding,
or rath~r to pig fattening, because they use the by-products of
the milk industry.
It seems unlikely, hl"'wever, in view of present pi·ocluction
conditions, that non-agricultural enterprises will ta::c over and
expand the fat pig, calf and young cattle industrius in the near
future; if th~y did, it would put production and mc:.r~:._·t equilibrium in these industries in s~rious danger.
This prulininary
conclusion, however, is still to be confirmed by further basic
surveys.

This study is available in Germani
prepared.

a French translation is being

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - These studies can be ordered from the Directorate-General for
Agriculture in the C"'mmission of the European Communities,
Directorate for Agricultural Economics and Legislation, Dalance
Sheets, Studies and Information Division, 129 rue Sttvin, Brussels.

